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than the bulky and slightly

industrial-looking Mackie

Big Knob or the SPL MTC

2381. It takes up less

desk space, too. You can

connect up to three audio

input sources to the

rear-panel sockets labelled

ST1, ST2 and Aux/Phono. The

first two are balanced TRS jacks

and the third accepts unbalanced

RCAs. The aux/phono input also has

its own input level control.

The simplest and most obvious

application for the Monitor Station is

for switching from your DAW to a

commercial CD (or even vinyl) to

instantaneously evaluate your mixes.

Some of you might be using a DAT

player or standalone stereo recorder, so

you can keep those permanently

hooked up, too. Alternatively, you could

connect separate outputs from your

DAW to ST2 so that you can run the

headphone mix independently from the
monitor mix. You can even select Main

or Cue as the source for each

head phone output, so you can also run

two head phone mixes through four
individual level controls.

In the cans

This is possible because the Monitor

Station has separate input select
buttons for the Main Source and Cue

Source. All of the inputs operate in

Toggle or Sum mode. In Toggle mode

you can select only one input at a time,

but in Sum mode they can all be used

simultaneously. This also offers the

possibility of using the Monitor Station

as a mini mixer. You might want to run

grouped drums, keyboards, guitars,

vocals and so on through analogue

equalisers or compressors when mixing.
You could therefore send stereo

sub-mixes through three different pairs

of DAW outputs then recombine them

into a stereo pair using the Monitor

Station. The main outputs of the unit
could then be routed to a stereo

recorder or sent back to the DAW.

The three speaker select switches

can operate in Sum and Toggle modes

as well. The application for Sum mode

is less obvious, but the Speaker C

output can be used to feed a

subwoofer, which could be used

independently controlled headphone

amplifiers. It's based on the company's

award-winning Central Station. This

time there's no digital input, but most of

us will probably find the desktop unit

more convenient than the original
rackmount format.

Ignore the publicity shots that make

the fully illuminated Monitor Station

look like a cheap piece of 1980s gear 

this is actually a very sleek and stylish

unit. It's certainly a lot easier on the eye

AN EASY-TO-OPERATE DESKTOP

CONTROLLER PROVIDING VERSATILE AND

CONTROLLABLE HEADPHONE MONITORING.
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Nowadays, we find it

almost inconceivable that

anyone with a mixer-less

project studio could
survive without some form

of audio control unit. But for many years

many of us did, although companies

such as SPL, Mackie and PreSonus

have moved to fill the gap in the market.

PreSonus' Monitor Station provides

talkback, speaker switching, input

source switching and four

KEY FEATURES

3 stereoinputs
(two balanced
TRS,oneRCA
aux/phono)
3 setsof
balancedTRS
speakeroutputs
Talkbackmic
with volume
control

XLRinput
for external
dynamic
talkback
microphone

Dual8-segment
LEDfor
metering

4 headphone
amplifiers

Is this the ultimate desktop monitoring and communications

system for your recording studio? Huw Price sizes it up.

•
balanced TRS jacks and the third accepts unbalanced RCAs. There's also a ground point for turntables.

PreSonus

MONITOR

STATION
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THE MONITOR STATION IDEALLY IS SUITED

TO DRIVING MULTIPLE HEADPHONES

WITH TWO INDEPENDENT MIXES.

METHOD SPOT
Many of us still have

sizeable vinyl record

collections that we don't

get to listen to as often

as we'd like. Old

records can also be an

invaluable source of

obscure sampling

material. But whether

you want to listen to

your records over your

car stereo or lay down

some crackly grooves,

you're going to have to

get digital.

The Monitor

Station's phono facility

offers a convenient

studio solution that's

ideal for the job. There's

a pair of RCA inputs that

should hook up to any

hi·fi or DJ turntable as

well as a connection for

an earth cable to kill or

cure any hum.

A stylish and easy-to-operatedesktop
controller providingversatileand
controllable headphonemonitoring.

*********

VERDICT

WALK ON BY
Input optionscomparatively limited
No individual input level switching
Wall-wart power supply

WHY BUY

Ergonomiclayout
Sleekdesign
Flexiblemonitoringcapabilities

SUMMARY

Sounds good
But the biggest surprise is the sound

quality. After extensive comparison

testing we concluded that the Monitor
Statiori sounded sweeter, more

transparent· and more musical than the

slightly harsh and somewhat sterile

Mackie Big Knob. The differences are

not exactly night and day, though - in

fact, we've never had any cause to

complain about our Mackie - but

they're certainly noticeable.

The tonal qualities of the Monitor

Station carried over into the head phone

sends, too. As PreSonus claims, they

can go very loud indeed, but even
when cranked right up the sound in the

cans doesn't get harsh or painful. We
also found the stereo imaging a bit
more solid and mixes therefore

sounded clearer. So, all things

considered, the Monitor Station sounds

at least as good as its immediate

competitors and it's ideally suited to

driving multiple headphones with two

independent mixes. mm

domestic equipment. However, the
Monitor Station is streets ahead of the

competition when it comes to

head phone monitoring. A volume
control and a choice of main or cue

source for each of the four outputs is a

rarely seen luxury in the project studio

world and should prove invaluable if

you find yourself working with a band

that prefers to record live.

MEASURING UP
111111111111111111111111

Other desktop controllers include the Mackie Big Knob (£325) and the SPL MTC

2381 (£499), which also provide monitoring and talkback facilities. However, the

Monitor Station undercuts both of them. The Universal Audio DCS (£699) isn't as

flexible as a monitoring solution, but it does provide two quality mic preamps with

M&S sWitching and onboard digital reverb for monitoring purposes. At the very top

end of the market there's the Crane Song Avocet (£1,762), a stereo and surround

controller with three digital inputs, three analogue inputs, a headphone system,

three-way speaker switching as well as all the usual controller features.
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able to power any set of headphones
with as much loud and clear volume

needed for everyone in the band,

including the drummer'.
The Monitor Station doesn't feel or

look as substantial as some of its

competitors and the SumfToggle

modes are perhaps slightly over

complicated. For instance, you can
achieve the same results with a Mackie

Big Knob as long as you are careful

with your switching. The Monitor

Station also has one less pair of

balanced inputs and none of them

defaults to mono when you use only

one side - which can be a very useful

feaiure for getting around latency

issues when recording. For example,

you can route one side of a digital amp

modeller through a desktop controller

and the other straight into your

soundcard while the backing track
remains stereo.

What's more, the independent

-10dB/+4dB switching enables the

Mackie unit to interface effortlessly with

a wide range of pro, semi pro and

set and saved so that the system is

always ready to go immediately after

powering up.

PreSonus is proud of its headphone

amplifiers, which it claims are among

the loudest and clearest currently

available. Each of the four head phone

amplifiers 'delivers 150 milliwatts and is
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Talking back
Many desktop controllers feature

integral talkback microphones and the
Monitor Station is no exception. It also

has a mic input that disables the

internal mic. To be honest, though,

we're not sure why PreSonus bothered
with this feature. If both mics could be

activated simultaneously using the

talkback switch, that would have

provided musicians with their own

talkback mic. After all, life's easy for

vocalists, but it's much harder when the

only mic in the live room is jammed up

against a guitar amp.
Another interesting feature is the

way that the Monitor Station can be

customised to your preferred method of

working. So, whether you prefer to run

your inputs and speakers in Sum or

Toggle mode and have your meters
calibrated to +4dB, -1 OdB or -18dB,

these three different functions can be

of a modern commercial rock song can

be substituted for full-bandwidth pink

noise'. Respect.

alongside two different pairs of satellite

speakers. The manual provides plenty
of advice about calibrating the levels of

the individual speakers. Much of this

involves test tones and pink noise or, as

PreSonus points out, 'as a less

technical, more subjective and not

otherwise ideal alternative, the chorus
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